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About the BCFP

Focus on Reentry:
Having the money conversation with people with
criminal records
Your Money, Your Goals companion guide training presentation

The Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection regulates the
offering and provision of consumer financial products and
services under the Federal consumer financial laws, and
educates and empowers consumers to make better informed
financial decisions.

Theresa Mayhew, Resource Educator
Cornell Cooperative Extension
Columbia Greene Counties
http://ccecolumbiagreene.org/

Learn more at www.consumerfinance.gov
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About Cornell Cooperative Extension

Training presenter

 Cornell Cooperative Extension (CCE) puts knowledge to
work in pursuit of economic vitality, ecological sustainability
and social well-being.

The Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection created the Your
Money, Your Goals toolkit for consumers, as well as the
training materials presented today. This presentation does not
constitute legal interpretation, guidance, or advice from the
Bureau. These materials are being presented to you by a local
organization. The organizations or individuals presenting these
materials are not agents or employees of the Bureau of
Consumer Financial Protection, and their views do not
represent the views of the Bureau. The Bureau is not
responsible for the advice or actions of these individuals or
entities. The Bureau appreciates the opportunity to work with
the organizations that are presenting these materials.

 Rooted in every county of the state, we bring local
experience and research-based solutions together, helping
New York state families and communities thrive in our
rapidly changing world
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Webpages at the website
Training objectives

www.consumerfinance.gov/your-money-your-goals

 Provide an overview of the Your Money, Your Goals toolkit
and Focus on Reentry companion guide for organizations
that work with individuals with criminal records.
 Explore financial empowerment topics that include how to
talk about money with individuals, cash flow, credit, debt,
financial services and products, identity theft.
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Helping frontline staff help people to…

Helping frontline staff help people to…

 Have a conversation about money

 Identify and prioritize their debt, including criminal
justice system debt
 Access and review credit reports

 Identify financial challenges to successful transition
 Create goals and identify steps to achieve them

 Understand their rights regarding the criminal
background screening process during the employment
application process

 Obtain documents related to identification to help ease
the transition process
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YMYG and Focus on reentry
Your Money, Your Goals

How to use Focus on Reentry

Focus on Reentry

Module 1: Setting goals

Getting started

Module 2: Saving
Module 3: Income and benefits
Module 4: Paying bills
Module 5: Getting through the month

Managing Money

 Anytime while someone is awaiting trial or sentencing, in jail
or prison, serving a sentence, or following release
 Along with Your Money, Your Goals toolkit




Module 6: Dealing with debt
Module 7: Understanding credit
reports and scores

Dealing with debt
Understanding credit reports



Addresses the special issues faced by the individuals in the
criminal justice system
Tracks the modules as they appear in the main toolkit

 Can be used in one-on-one or small group settings

Background screening reports
Module 8: Money services
Module 9: Protecting your money

Provides additional or substitute narrative information and
tools

Using and protecting your money
Additional resources
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Focus on Reentry: Tools

Focus on Reentry: Working with your client

 Additional tools not
currently found in the
Your Money, Your Goals
toolkit

 Working with your
client

How to work with
your client on the
topic, including ideas
for what to say to
introduce a tool

 Adapted tools from
Your Money, Your Goals
tools that have been
reworked for reentry,
such as Tracking your
debt worksheet
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Focus on Reentry: Closer look handouts

Getting started

 In-depth information
that you can share with
the people you serve

1. Have the money conversation


Reflect on values around money and current financial situation

2. Set specific goals and plan for them


Set SMART goals and define steps to achieve them

3. Get documentation of identity
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Many financial activities require documentation of identity
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Have the money conversation:
My money picture worksheet

Have the money conversation:
My money picture worksheet

 Help the individual
assess their financial
goals and challenges
 Identify which topics, in
the Your Money, Your
Goals toolkit or the
Focus on Reentry to
cover
 Focus the discussion on
the individual’s values or
financial situation
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Set specific goals and plan for them:
Setting goals worksheet

Get documentation of identity:
Documents and identification checklist
 Applying for a job or
benefits, opening a bank
account, and many other
activities require identity
documents

 Help people set SMART
goals
 Define the steps to
achieve them

 Help the individual
identify sources for
identification documents
and possible barriers to
getting them

 These goals may be short
term or longer term
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Get documentation of identity:
Documents and identification checklist

Managing money
 Your Money, Your Goals Modules 2, 3, 4 and 5 help with
understanding how to track and manage resources

 Applying for a job or
benefits, opening a bank
account, and many other
activities require identity
documents
 Help the individual
identify sources for
identification documents
and possible barriers to
getting them
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Module 2: Saving for emergencies, bills, and goals



Module 3: Tracking and managing income and benefits



Module 4: Paying bills and other expenses



Module 5: Getting through the month

 Income and benefits are critical for someone transitioning
from incarceration


See Section 8: Additional resources within Focus on Reentry
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Cash flow budget

YMYG Module 5, Getting through the month

Week 1
Beginning balance for the week

 What is a cash flow budget?

Week 2

$37.00

$122.37

Income from job

$305.34

$290.80

SNAP

$280.00

Public housing voucher

$650.00

Sources of cash and other financial resources

 How is it different from a regular budget?
 What do you think may be the benefit of this approach?

Total sources of cash and other financial resources

$1,272.34

$413.17

$20.00

$20.00

Uses of cash and other financial resources
Savings
Housing

$650.00

Utilities
Groceries

$59.97

$95.50

$180.00

$80.00

Eating out (meals and beverages)
Transportation
Total uses of cash and other financial resources
Ending balance for the week
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$60.00
$255.50

$122.37

$157.67

To get a
starting
balance, total
your cash,
debit card, and
account
balances.
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Managing cash flow scenario

Cash flow budget
Week 1
Beginning balance for the week

$37.00

Week 2
Beginning Balance for the Week
Sources of Cash & Other Financial Resources
Income from Job
Income from Part-Time Job
SNAP
Total Sources of Cash & Other Financial Resources

$122.37

Sources of cash and other financial resources
Income from job

$305.34

SNAP

$280.00

Public housing voucher

$650.00

Total sources of cash and other financial resources

$1,272.34

$290.80

$413.17

Total
sources
minus total
uses

Uses of cash and other financial resources

Savings

$20.00

Housing

$650.00

Utilities

$59.97

$95.50

$180.00

$80.00

Groceries

$20.00

Eating out (meals and beverages)
Transportation
Total uses of cash and other financial resources
Ending balance for the week
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$240.00
$1,149.97

Ending balance
from previous
week

$240.00

$60.00

$1,149.97

$255.50

$122.37

$157.67

This
becomes
your
beginning
balance for
next week.

Uses of Cash & Other Financial Resources
Debt Payments
Credit Card Payments
Personal loan payments
Student Loan
Savings
Housing (Rent including utilities)
Utilities
Television
Internet Service
Phone and Cell Phone Service
Household Supplies & Expenses
Groceries
Eating Out (Meals and Beverage)
Transportation
Car Payment
Fuel
Auto Insurance
Childcare
Misc.
Total Uses of Cash & Other Financial Resources
Ending Balance for the Week (Sources - Uses)

Week 1
$257.00

$220.00
$412.00
$889.00

Week 2
-$361.00

Week 3
$65.52

Week 4
-$463.22

$990.00
$220.00

$220.00

$990.00
$220.00

$849.00

$285.52

$746.78

$90.00
$100.00
$0.00
$845.00

$235.00
$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$63.48
$22.74
$86.00
$200.00
$25.00

$60.00
$70.00
$50.00
$1,250.00
-$361.00

$25.00
$80.00
$25.00

$60.00
$175.00
$70.00
$50.00
$783.48
$65.52

$100.00
$25.00

$80.00
$25.00

$245.00
$60.00

$60.00

$70.00
$50.00
$748.74
-$463.22

$70.00
$50.00
$385.00
$361.78
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Focus for reentry – income and benefits

Focus for reentry – income and benefits

 Check state to see whether federal ban on TANF and/or
SNAP for individuals with felony drug convictions (after
certain date) is in effect

 Supplemental Security Income (SSI) payments suspended
while individual is in prison and payments can be reinstated
in month person released.

 Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI) benefits are
suspended if individual is convicted of criminal offense and
sent to jail or prison for more than 30 consecutive days




Benefits can be reinstated starting with the month following
month of release
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If confinement for 12 months or longer, eligibility for SSI
benefits will terminate and individual must file new
application.
If individual released within 12 months, important for
them to request reinstatement immediately or they
may have to start application process all over again.
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Dealing with debt

Tracking your debt worksheet

 Your Money, Your Goals toolkit Module 6: Dealing with debt



 Help people list and
prioritize debts

Helps individuals prioritize and manage their debt payments
Addresses potential issues associated with using short-term,
high-cost loans

 Individuals involved with the justice system may have debts
related to their:
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Arrest



Sentencing



Incarceration



Supervision
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Ways to help with your debt checklist
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Ways to help with your debt checklist
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Understanding credit reports and scores

Getting free, annual credit reports

 Your Money, Your Goals toolkit, Module 7: Understanding credit
reports and scores


Helps people get and read their credit reports



Helps people improve their credit reports

 Credit reports have particular significance for incarcerated
individuals or individuals with criminal records:
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Child support, bankruptcies, and other debts can and do appear on
credit reports.
Note: Equifax, Transunion, and Experian have developed enhanced
public record data standards for the collection and timely updating of
civil judgments and tax liens. Civil judgments and tax liens that do
not meet a certain accuracy threshold will not appear.
Incarcerated individuals may have difficulty accessing their credit
reports
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Getting free, annual credit reports

Credit report review checklist
 Help people review a
credit report for
information that:

 Online: Get a free copy of your credit report at
AnnualCreditReport.com
 By mail: Download and complete the Annual Credit Report
Request Form and mail it to:
Annual Credit Report Request Service
P.O. Box 105281
Atlanta, GA 30348-5281



does not belong to them



is incorrect



is outdated—should no
longer be reported

 By phone: 877-322-8228
 By mail from inside an institution: Process for
incarcerated individuals without internet
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Disputing errors in your credit report

Background screening reports

 Help people step-by-step
to get errors fixed

 Special rules apply when employers use consumer reports
for employment purposes (commonly referred to as
“background screening reports”)
 Individuals should know their rights and how to dispute
errors
 Reports can include information about credit history,
criminal record, public records, and information about
employment or rental history
 If the background report contains some negative
information, the individual should be prepared to explain it
— and the reason it shouldn’t affect their ability to do the job
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Closer look handout: Background screening reports

Background screening report checklist
 Help people review
background screening
reports and dispute
errors

 Help people learn their rights with
respect to background screening
reports.
 Under federal law, an individual has the
right to receive:


Prior notice: The employer must tell person they
might use information from the report.



Prior written consent: The employer must ask
for their written permission before getting a person’s
report (with some exceptions).



Pre–adverse action: Before taking any “adverse
action,” e.g., not hiring or promoting, based on the
report, the employer must give person a copy of the
report and a summary of their rights.
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Closer look handout: Obtaining your criminal
records

Closer look handout: Disputing errors in your criminal
records

 Background screening
reports (and other types
of consumer reports)
may include criminal
record information

 Help people dispute
inaccuracies or
incomplete information
on their criminal record

 Help people check their
criminal record for
mistakes
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YMYG Module 9, Tool 1: Submitting a complaint

Submitting a Complaint

Five steps for
submitting
a complaint
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Complaint process

Submitting complaints
 Online: consumerfinance.gov/complaint
 Toll‐free phone: (855) 411‐BCFP (2372), 8am‐8pm EST,
Monday ‐Friday TTY/TDD phone: (855) 729‐BCFP (2372) Fax:
(855) 237‐2392

Starting with
step 1 ….

 Mail:
Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection
PO Box 2900
Clinton, IA 52733-2900
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Focus for reentry - Protecting your identity

Closing
 Visit http://www.consumerfinance.gov/practitionerresources/your-money-your-goals to

Tips sheet for
Individuals in the criminal
justice system




Available at
https://www.consumerfinance.
gov/about-us/blog/protectingones-credit-while-criminaljustice-system/



Order or download the Your Money, Your Goals toolkit and
other materials
Sign up to receive Your Money, Your Goals email updates

 Let us know what you think!




For more information about identity theft, visit



Identitytheft.gov
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Order or download Focus on Reentry companion guide

Let us know how you use Focus on Reentry companion guide
with the people that you serve
News of your successes and constructive feedback helps the
BCFP to develop new resources and enhance existing resources
Email YourMoneyYourGoals@CFPB.gov
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Thank you!
For more information, contact:
yourmoneyyourgoals@consumerfinance.gov
Or tcm5@cornell.edu
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